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A REMINDER



The scientific record should be 

sacrosanct

Fixing errors and removing fakery is Fixing errors and removing fakery is 

an obligation of the scientific 

community



Investigations

Guilty verdictGuilty verdict

Investigate other work



The scope of inquiry

• The rule of thumb: every article is suspect 
until proven otherwise

• This rule can mean thousands of hours of 
work reviewing articles and interviewing 
co-authors.



CASE 1CASE 1





Stanford University is investigating allegations

of academic misconduct that

have been leveled against the chairman

of the Department of Medicine, Kenneth

Melmon. The allegations stem from the

fact that Melmon incorporated large

chunks of copyrighted material from achunks of copyrighted material from a

book he helped edit into a chapter he

wrote for another textbook. The material

was used without attribution and apparently

without permission….

Source: Science. 1984; 224:36-37.



“The two books in question, Goodman 

and Gilman's The Pharmacological Basis 

of Therapeutics and Williams's Textbook 

of Endocrinology, are considered the 

standard works in their fields…. 

Some 15 pages of Goodman and Gilman, Some 15 pages of Goodman and Gilman, 

taken from eight chapters by four 

different authors, were incorporated

into Melmon's 73-page chapter.”

Source: Science. 1984; 224:36-37.



“Melmon says that when he cut-and pasted the 

material into his manuscript, he added handwritten 

notations detailing where the text came from. These 

notations were supposed to have been printed in 

the body of his chapter…..”

“Nevertheless, Melmon says he delegated “Nevertheless, Melmon says he delegated 

responsibility for checking the galleys to assistants in 

San Francisco.”  [HS note: he also did not look at the 

chapter after it had been published]

Source: Science. 1984; 224:36-37.



“The medical school ethics committee

is expected to send a report of its 

investigation to Stanford president 

Donald Kennedy in the next few weeks. It Donald Kennedy in the next few weeks. It 

will then be up to Kennedy to determine 

what action, if any, should be taken.”

Source: Science. 1984; 224:36-37.



POSTSCRIPT:

Melmon lost his departmental 

chairmanship but retained his tenured 

professorship.  He served the School of 

Medicine in various second-tier Medicine in various second-tier 

administrative roles for 15 years and 

remained active in writing for publication.  

He retired in his mid-60’s and died in April 

2002.  



MORALS OF THE STORY

• Plagiarism, even when attribution was 

intended, can bring down the mighty.

• If you want to use someone else’s work , don’t 

delegate responsibility for asking permission.

• Writing for publication is serious business.  

Check your own proofs.



Etymology  of “Plagiarism”

• derives from Latin plagiārius, "kidnapper", 

equivalent to plagium, "kidnapping"

Source: http://mobile.answers.com/topic/plagiarism?curtab=2750_1#Etymology



Plagiarism defined

According to the Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, to 
"plagiarize" means

•to steal and pass off (the ideas or words of another) as one's 
own

•to use (another's production) without crediting the source

•to commit literary theft•to commit literary theft

•to present as new and original an idea or product derived 
from an existing source.

In other words, plagiarism is an act of fraud. It involves both 
stealing someone else's work and lying about it afterward. 
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What acts are plagiarism?

• turning in someone else's work as your own

• copying words or ideas from someone else without 
giving credit

• failing to put a quotation in quotation marks

• giving incorrect information about the source of a • giving incorrect information about the source of a 
quotation

• changing words but copying the sentence structure of a 
source without giving credit

• copying so many words or ideas from a source that it 
makes up the majority of your work, whether you give 
credit or not (see our section on "fair use" rules)

Source: http://www.plagiarism.org/plag_article_what_is_plagiarism.html



Plagiarism in the electronic age

• Easier to commit: electronic cut and paste

• Easier to detect: electronic text-matching

• Annals: one instance of plagiarism in the 

period from July 2001 to July 2009period from July 2001 to July 2009



CASE 2CASE 2





Process in the Gibot case

• Annals published Gibot article in July 2004

• September 2004: Swiss author alleges plagiarism 
of 2 paragraphs in the Discussion.  

• Synonyms substituted for some words.

• Two paragraphs became three.

• Annals editors confirm strong similarity of the • Annals editors confirm strong similarity of the 
text in the two articles.

• Autumn 2004: HS writes to dean at Universite´ de 
Nancy: 
– “reply in 6 months, or Annals will publish a notice that 

explains its process in following up on the Swiss 
authors’ complaint.”



Process in the Gibot case

• Dean conducts investigation.  Dr. Gibot

acknowledges cut-and-paste plagiarism.

• Dean communicates findings to Swiss author.

• Apology from French senior author to Swiss • Apology from French senior author to Swiss 

author.

• Apology accepted by the Swiss

• Spring 2005: Dean write to HS 

• Spring 2005: Annals publishes Correction.



Correction: Plasma Level of a Triggering 

Receptor Expressed on Myeloid Cells-1

The third, fourth, and fifth paragraphs in the 
Discussion of an article published in Annals of 

Internal Medicine(1) contain unattributed 
material similar to 2 paragraphs in the material similar to 2 paragraphs in the 
Discussion of another article (2). The authors 
of the Annals article have acknowledged their 
error, and the authors of the earlier article 
have accepted their apology. None of the text 
in question contains any factual errors.

Sox HC.  Ann Intern Med. 2005;142:592.



Follow-up

• Dr. Gibot’s Annals article has been cited 153 

times.

• He continues to publish actively in the critical 

care literaturecare literature



MORALS OF THE STORY

• In this instance of cut-and-paste plagiarism, the 
perpetrator was a fellow with weak English 
language skills (but he was experienced in writing 
for publication).

• The moral(s) of the story:• The moral(s) of the story:

– Alert, interested readers have a role.  Should they be 
reviewers?

– Not all plagiarism ends badly for the perpetrators.  
Collegiality has its place, sometimes.

– Senior authors, carefully check the work of your 
fellows.  And maintain cordial relations with rivals.



CASE 3CASE 3



Serial plagiarism; the Kurjak case

• Late 1980’s: systematic reviewers discovers plagiarized 
article by Kurjak. 

– Half of content, some data identical to earlier article

– Kurjak’s co-author knew nothing of the article.

• Ian notifies journal, school dean, WHO.

– WHO suspends K, director of a WHO center. 

– Journal editor did not retract

– Dean begged for discrete handling

• 2001: K publishes book chapter with cribbed material.  

– Book republished without chapter.  

– No action by University of Zagreb.

Chalmers I. Role of systematic reviews in detecting plagiarism: case of Asim Kurjak.  

BMJ. 2006;333:594-596



MORALS OF CASE 3

• Journal editors must retract fraudulent 

articles…..but often don’t.

• Academic leaders must realize that failure to 

investigate alleged misdoing brings greater investigate alleged misdoing brings greater 

institutional shame than acting and accepting 

the consequences.

• Fraud is often serial, another reason to “check 

every article.”



Plagiarism at other journals

• NEJM: 1 episode of publishing plagiarized 
material in ~70,000 submissions on Jeff Drazen’s
watch.

• Author (Barbaro) published faked data.
– He had turned a published image upside down, – He had turned a published image upside down, 

backward, and converted it to black and white.

– Author of original article spotted the fraud and had 
the original slide.

– Author refused to retract, so Jeff retracted.

• Follow-up to check other Barbaro articles: 
unknown to me



Incidence of published, proven 

plagiarism is probably low

• Annals: one case in ~24,000 submissions

• NEJM: one case in ~70,000 submissions

• Common feature:  the author whose work was 
plagiarized spotted the fraud.

• What is the incidence of unpublished or 
undetected plagiarism?



Measuring the prevalence of 

plagiarism in science

• Do a survey of scientists

• Use software that compares a manuscript to 

articles in the published literature to see if 

they contain similar strings of words.they contain similar strings of words.

– Decide which strings of words are plagiarism (true 

positives) and which are not (false-positives).



Prevalence of plagiarists among scientists

• Anonymous survey of 3247 American 

biomedical researchers

• Findings

– Plagiarism: 1.4%– Plagiarism: 1.4%

– Duplicate publication: 4.7%

Matinson BC et al. Nature. 2005;435:737-8 (described in Rifai N, Clinical Chemistry

2008;54:777-78) .



Systematic review of surveys about 

scientific misconduct

• Misconduct = fabricate, falsify, or modify data 

≥1x

• 21 surveys in SR; 18 in meta-analysis.

• Result: 1.97% (N=7) admitted misconduct• Result: 1.97% (N=7) admitted misconduct

• More common in medical/pharm researchers

• Excluded questions about plagiarism.

• Likely an underestimate

Fanelli D. PLoS One. 2009;4:e5738,



Prevalence of duplicate publication

• Text-matching software

• 280,000 references in arXiv, an open access 
data base of publications in math, physics, 
biology, statistics, and computer sciencebiology, statistics, and computer science

• Results:

– 0.2% suspected of plagiarism

– 10.5% suspected of duplicate publication (i.e., by 
the same authors.

• Caveat: no investigation of suspect articles.

Sorokina D et al. Proc. 6th Intl Conf on data mining, IEEE Computer Society.



Duplicate publication 1975-2008

Articles 

published

Suspected 

duplicates

True duplicates

NEJM 11,779 14 0

Clin Chem 8,867 27 1 (?2others)*

Lancet 68,948 (incl.

letters)

24 4 (?4 others)**

letters)

•One in foreign language; in the other, the original article was not retrievable

•** original in a foreign language.

Authors used text similarity software and on-line databases of publications.

They manually verified suspected duplicates.

Rifai et al. Clinical Chemistry. 2008;54:777-78.



The Problem

• Scientific misconduct is quite common

• Purging the literature of published fraudulent work 

is a huge task.  

• Prevention is far better than cleaning up the • Prevention is far better than cleaning up the 

mess….but how?

– Inculcate scientists with a sense of high moral purpose.

– Detect misconduct before it gets into the literature and 

refuse to publish it.

– What is the yield of pre-publication screening?



Pre-publication detection of plagiarism

• Thanks to Jeff Drazen and Steve Morrissey for 

providing an account of the NEJM experience.

• Steve and his NEJM colleague, Sarah Fishkin, 

participated in an evaluation of Ithenticate™

• They liked it and signed up to include it in 

their manuscript management software 

package.



Electronic detection of duplicated text

• Terminology:

– Test manuscript

– Source articles.

• Software detects source article text that is • Software detects source article text that is 

similar to test manuscript text.

• Marks it in the test manuscript.

• Other speakers will provide details.



Screening for plagiarism at the NEJM

Article submitted

Decision to

invite revision

Screen with Ithenticate

software (5-30 minutes)

Matches flagged

Takes 3 hours 

Source: Stephen Morrissey and Sarah Fishkin of NEJM, personal communication

Editorial assistant scans 

article for matches

Minor, short 

strings of text

Proceed

with revision

Long strings of text,

Paragraphs, sections

articles

plagiarismDuplicate

publication
Non-misconduct

Proceed

With revision

Takes 3 hours 

per week



Screening for plagiarism at the NEJM

Article submitted

Decision to

invite revision

Screen with Ithenticate®software

(5-30 minutes)

Matches flagged

~5200

~700

Source: Stephen Morrissey and Sarah Fishkin of NEJM, personal communication

Editorial assistant scans 

article for matches

Minor, short 

strings of text

Proceed

with revision

Long strings of text,

Paragraphs, sections

articles

plagiarismDuplicate

publication
Non-misconduct

35

665

2
1-231

Proceed

with revision



Plagiarism is common at the NEJM!

• First series (to my knowledge) of unpublished 

manuscripts examined for plagiarism.

• Plagiarism: 1 or 2 cases per 700 examined MS.

• Duplicate publication: 2 cases/700• Duplicate publication: 2 cases/700

• Caveat: Sample limited to articles the journal 

was interested in publishing.

• 3 hours per week to screen ~20 manuscripts



Conclusions

• Scientific misconduct is quite common , and it 

should trigger an investigation to clean up the 

scientific literature.  Better to prevent than to 

clean up.

• Publication of faked data and other people’s • Publication of faked data and other people’s 

ideas is preventable…by detecting it and not 

publishing it.

• Should screening for plagiarism be routine 

journal practice?



Conclusions

• Software that detects similar word sequences 

in supposedly unrelated articles should be 

sensitive but is not specific.

– Its main function is to mark places in the text for a 

trained editor to evaluate.trained editor to evaluate.

– Theoretically, an unaided human is not sensitive 

but is highly specific.

– Theoretically, the combination of these two tests 

should be very effective at detecting kidnapped 

prose.



Conclusions

• Can the software detect ideas that are similar but 
expressed differently?.  

– Can it detect the most insidious form of plagiarism: 
the piracy of ideas?

• Should we care?  Is this a “no harm, no foul” • Should we care?  Is this a “no harm, no foul” 
situation?

– The date of publication usually settles issues of 
priority.  

– People who publish later fulfill the same key function 
as scientists, who, by replicating new findings, validate 
them.



Questions for the future
• Is plagiarizing data/images a greater offense than 

plagiarizing text?

• Should journals require authors to attest that they 
have searched for duplicated text before 
submission?

• Screen all submissions or just ones you want to • Screen all submissions or just ones you want to 
publish? 

• What should be the threshold for asking local 
authorities to investigate alleged plagiarism?

• What is the threshold first offense to trigger 
checking all of an author’s publications?


